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Stan Wawrinka hoisting his @rst ever U.S. Open trophy (Photo by Elsa/Getty Images)

In the era of the Big Four, tennis has seldom seen a Grand Slam Championship claimed by a player

not named Novak Djokovic, Roger Federer, Andy Murray, or Rafael Nadal. The Big Four have won 50

of the last 58 Grand Slam tournaments, dating back to the 2003 Wimbledon. Ever since then, the

spotlight in men’s tennis has only shifted between these four champions. With a combined career

record of 3443-782 (81.5%) and a combined total of $377,087,356 in prize money, the Big Four have

dominated tennis in a way never before seen in the sport. However, despite such dominance, it

may be time to start considering that world tennis may really have a Big Five.

Of the 8 Grand Slam trophies that weren’t hoisted by a member of tennis’ elite quartet, only one

player has won more than one: Stan Wawrinka. Winning the 2014 Australian Open, 2015 French

Open, and 2016 U.S. Open, all against the incumbent ATP world number 1 (each a Big Four

member), Wawrinka has made an interesting case to be categorized with the rest of the Big Four. In

the Winter of 2017, at the age of 32, Wawrinka nearly opted to retire after a knee surgery that

ended his 2017 campaign. If he were to retire, where would his career stack up against those of the

Big Four? Looking closely at Wawrinka’s career, it is clear that he has not exhibited the same

dominance as the Big Four, but his level of play at times may be the closest resemblance to a

member of the Big Four since the group took the reigns of the men’s game in 2003.

Consistently Inconsistent
A late bloomer, Stan did not win his @rst Grand Slam until he was 28 years old. Up until that point,

he had only ever made it to one semi-@nal of a Grand Slam (U.S. Open, 2013). By the time he

captured his @rst Slam, the Big Four already had total control of the sport, having won a combined

total of 38 Slams. Wawrinka has not been able to make up for this late arrival to the party, for he

has not won more Grand Slams than any member of the Big Four:

With Djokovic, Federer, and Nadal in double digits and Murray winning the Wimbledon twice

alongside his U.S. Open title, it is clear that Wawrinka should not be placed above any member of

the Big Four in terms of Slam success. While he may have as many Slam titles as Andy Murray,

there are other aspects of the careers of the Big Four that put them in a league of their own, apart

from Wawrinka.

Novak Djokovic hoisting the ATP World Tour Finals Trophy (from bettingtips365.net)

The ATP World Tour is comprised of many singles tournaments apart from Grand Slams. Alongside

the four Slams, the tour each year contains 9 ATP Masters 1000 tournaments, 13 ATP 500 series

tournaments, and 40 ATP 250 series tournaments throughout the year. The Big Four have

dominated on all of these levels, while Wawrinka pales in comparison:

Although Wawrinka has won as many Slams as Murray, Murray and the rest of the Big Four have

displayed unparalleled victory throughout their careers in all other phases of the tour as well. But a

comparison of total singles titles still does not cover the substantially large gap between the Big

Four and Wawrinka. Any top rated player can win a singles title with a week or two of exceptional

tennis (most tournaments are just one week long), so it is also important to consider success in

individual marquee matchups as well as the quality of opposition that the Big Four and Wawrinka

have played. Here are the winning percentages of these @ve men against players who were ranked

in the top 10 at the time of the match:

The Big Four win well above 50% of such matches, while Wawrinka is below 40%. To place these

percentages and overall signi@cance of performances in individual matches into grand perspective,

one only needs to turn to the Elo ratings. The Elo ratings rate players solely on the quality of their

opposition in every match throughout their careers, irrespective of the round or tournament that

each match took place. Here are the cumulative Elo rankings of active men’s tennis players:

The Big Four live up to the name, as they are the top four Elo ranked players on tour by more than

100 points. Wawrinka, however, sits at ninth place, once again miles behind any kind of Big Five.

The Big Four have been able to defeat one another in Grand Slam @nals (from howtheyplay.com)

Despite his lacking in every comparison with the Big Four thus far, to truly put himself in a position

to be on the same level as the Big Four, Wawrinka must at least be able to compete against them in

individual matchups. If he has a strong track record against the Big Four over his career, he may

have a case to make. Placing Wawrinka in a group of @ve along with the members of the Big Four,

here are the win percentages of each of these @ve men against the other four:

The Big Four have competed against one another relatively well, with Djokovic, Federer, and Nadal

winning above 50% of these matches and Murray winning 37.9%. Wawrinka has not come close to

matching that level of competition against them, winning merely 22.6% of his matches against the

Big Four and having a losing record against every one of them. But even this poor showing in

individual matches against the Big Four is still not the most glaring issue when considering

Wawrinka’s place among them.

The word that many people associate with the Big Four is “dominance”. Federer, Nadal, Djokovic,

and Murray have not only dominated the sport for over a decade, but also consistently done so.

This is where Wawrinka’s biggest shortcoming becomes clear. In the last thirteen years, no player

outside of the Big Four has held the coveted ATP World Number 1 ranking. Each of the Big Four

have not only reached the top of the ATP rankings, but have also held that spot for a substantial

amount of time. Wawrinka is still yet to even be ranked number 2 in the world (his career high

ranking is number 3 on 27 January 2014):

The World Number 1 ranking does not simply answer the question “Who is the best tennis player in

the world?”. It answers the question of which player has demonstrated the most consistency across

all phases of the ATP tour in a given calendar year. The Big Four have all done this for large chunks

of weeks, sometimes years, at a time. The rankings are updated every Monday of the year, but

Wawrinka has never hit the number 1 mark once. This signi@es his lack of consistency and ability to

keep up the brilliant tennis that he has put on display at times. Tennis is a taxing sport. Mentally

and physically, fatigue can lower players’ performance levels as the year-long grind of tournaments

and frequent traveling eventually catches up to them. Wawrinka may understandably be a victim of

such fatigue as each tournament passes, but the Big Four have proven to be immortal to such

things.

Left to right: Federer, Nadal, Djokovic, and Murray each holding the prestigious Wimbledon Championship trophy (from tt.tennis-warehouse.com)

In essentially every phase of the sport, the Big Four are in a world of their own, far away from every

other player on Earth, and that includes Stan Wawrinka. There was never a Big Five and there likely

will never be one in this golden age of men’s tennis.

(By Verhoeff, Bert / Anefo)
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While he may not be near the Big Four in any way, Wawrinka is certainly the closest to knocking on

the door, for he has set many interesting and accomplished records in tennis history. He is the only

player to have won multiple Grand Slam titles in Slams that featured all members of the Big Four.

Although the number 1 ranking continues to elude Wawrinka, he may possibly go down as the

greatest player to have never reached the apex of men’s tennis. The only man to have not only

amassed more Grand Slam titles but also to have never been ranked world number 1 is Argentine

player Guillermo Vilas (left), who won 4 Grand Slam titles and only reached a career-high ranking

of 2, despite signi@cant controversy. By the end of his career, Vilas had made 8 Grand Slam @nals,

facing similarly high qualities of opposition with the likes of Bjorn Borg, Jimmy Connors, and Mats

Wilander. Intriguingly, Wawrinka can be thought of as the modern version of Guillermo Vilas in

men’s tennis. Neither Vilas nor Wawrinka have won a Wimbledon title. Both have excelled on clay,

possess a one-handed backhand, and a baseline-dominant play style. The following charts below

show that both have enjoyed relatively similar success in Grand Slam tournaments. Unlike

Wawrinka’s late blossoming, Vilas’ came during his mid-to-late twenties:

Vilas

Wawrinka

Wawrinka is the @rst player in the Open Era since Jan Kodeš (right) to have won 3 Grand Slam

singles titles without ever being ranked higher than world number 3. Kodes never won a U.S. Open,

let alone even played in an Australian Open. Furthermore, Kodes never beat an incumbent world

number 1 in any of his 3 Grand Slam championships. Here is a rankings trendline of the three

players by age:

A potential Wimbledon title in the future for Wawrinka would not just make him the @rst of these 3

players to complete the Career Grand Slam, but also make him only the 9th man in history to do

so.

(from tennisworldusa.org)

There is no doubt that Wawrinka is a fantastic tennis player and a champion in his own right. To

compare him to the Big Four would be a disservice to him, as the seemingly unfair control that the

Big Four have had over tennis make his very signi@cant accomplishments seem far less signi@cant.

He does not belong with the Big Four, but the fact that he has accomplished as much as he has in

such an era says a lot about his ability to make the most of the hand that he has been dealt.

Looking ahead, Stan Wawrinka’s days on the ATP tour might be numbered, but his inconsistency

and unpredictability may just result in even more unprecedented success in an already decorated

career.

Sources: ATP, tennisabstract.com
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